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Abstract

As power dissipation in future Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) is pro-
jected to be a major bottleneck, researchers are actively engaged in
developing alternate power-efficient technology solutions. Photonic
interconnects is a disruptive technology solution that is capable of
delivering the communication bandwidth at low power dissipation
when the number of cores is scaled to large numbers. Similarly, 3D
stacking is another interconnect technology solution that can lead to
low energy/bit for communication. In this paper, we propose to com-
bine photonic interconnects with 3D stacking to develop a scalable,
reconfigurable, power-efficient and high-performance interconnect
for future many-core systems, called R-3PO (Reconfigurable 3D-
Photonic Networks-on-Chip). We propose to develop a multi-layer
photonic interconnect that can dynamically reconfigure without sys-
tem intervention and allocate channel bandwidth from less utilized
links to more utilized communication links. In addition to improv-
ing performance, reconfiguration can re-allocate bandwidth around
faulty channels, thereby increasing the resiliency of the architecture
and gracefully degrading performance. For 64-core reconfigured
network, our simulation results indicate that the performance can
be further improved by 10%-25% for Splash-2, PARSEC and SPEC
CPU2006 benchmarks, where as simulation results for 256-core chip
indicate a performance improvement of more than 25% while saving
6%-36% energy when compared to state-of-the-art on-chip electrical
and optical networks.

1. Introduction

Future projections based on ITRS roadmap indicates that comple-

mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) feature sizes will shrink

to sub-nanometer within a few years, and we could possibly have

as many as 256 cores on-chip by the next decade. While Networks-

on-Chip (NoC) design paradigm offers modular and scalable per-

formance, increasing core counts leads to increase in serialization

latency and power dissipation as packets are processed at many in-

termdediate routers. Many electronic NoC designs such as Flattened

butterfly [12], concentrated mesh and MECS topologies [10] provide

express channels to avoid excess hops between distant nodes. While

metallic interconnects can provide the required bandwidth due to

abundance of wires in on-chip networks, ensuring high-speed inter-

core communication within the allocated power budget in the face of

technology scaling (and increased leakage currents) will become a

major bottleneck for future multicore designs [4].

Emerging technologies such as photonic interconnects and 3D

stacking are under serious consideration for meeting the communi-

cation challenges posed by the multicores. Photonic interconnects

provides several advantages such as: (1) bit rates independent of dis-

tance, (2) higher bandwidth due to multiplexing of wavelengths, (3)

larger bandwidth density by multiplexing wavelengths on the same

waveguide/fiber, (4) lower power by dissipating only at the endpoints

of the communication channel and many more [29, 3, 23]. Simi-

larly, 3D stacking of multiple layers have shown to be advantageous

due to (1) shorter inter-layer channel, (2) reduced number of hops

and (3) increased bandwidth density. A prevalent way to connect

3D interconnects is to use TSVs (through-silicon vias), micro-bump

or flip-chip bonding. The pitch of these vertical vias is very small

(4μm∼10μm), and delays on the order of 20 ps for a 20-layer stack.
Most prior photonic interconnect are 2D designs that are plagued

with high optical losses due to waveguide crossings or long snake-like

waveguides that coil around the chip to prevent waveguide crossings

altogether. For example, a photonic channel with 100 waveguide

crossings will have a -5 dB loss if we assume a -0.05 dB loss per

waveguide crossing [3]. 1 3D stacking can avoid waveguide cross-

ings and enable efficient stacking of multiple optical layers to design

power-efficient topologies. Jalali’s group at UCLA has fabricated

a SIMOX (Separation by IMplantation of Oxygen) 3D sculpting to

stack optical devices in multiple layers [16]. Lipson group at Cornell

has successfully buried active optical ring modulator in polyscrys-

talline silicon [24]. Moreover, recent work on using silicon nitride

has shown the possibility of designing multi-layer 3D integration of

photonic layers with layer-to-layer optical losses as low as 0.1 dB

[5].

With an emerging technology such as photonic interconnects, it

is essential to realize that the hardware cost of designing large scale

fully photonic networks requires a substantial investment.2 Therefore,

energy, hardware and architecture limitations could force future de-

signs to limit the number of photonic components at the on-chip level.

Moreover, the static channel allocation (wavelengths, waveguides)

proposed for most photonic interconnects can provide good perfor-

mance for uniform traffic, however, for non-uniform and temporal

and spatial varying traffic as seen in real traffic, the static allocation

could limit the network throughput. Moreover, in case of faults in the

channel either due to photonic device or electronic backend circuitry

failure, communication can breakdown isolating otherwise healthy

cores. However, if the network itself could determine the current

load on a channel and re-allocate bandwidth by reconfiguring the

network at run-time, then we could improve the throughput, reduce

the overall latency, provide alternate routes in case of channel failure

and ensure that the network delivers the best performance-per-Watt

per application.

To address the requirements of energy-efficient and high-

throughput NoCs, we leverage the advantages of two emerging tech-

nologies, photonic interconnects and 3D stacking with architectural

innovations to design high-bandwidth, low-latency, multi-layer, re-

1It should be noted that if the electro-optic integration is not monolithic, then the E/O
layers are built separately and integrated in 3D via flip-chip bonding. However, here we
refer to 2D designs only in the optic layer.

2For example, even after more than a decade of research in optics, Jagaur machine
from CRAY which employs a dragonfly topology will account for 20-40% photonics and
the rest being metal interconnects due to cost constraints.
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configurable network, called R-3PO (Reconfigurable 3D-Photonic
On-chip Interconnect). R-3PO consists of 16 decomposed photonic
interconnect based crossbars placed on four optical communication

layers, thereby eliminating waveguide crossing and reducing the

optical power losses. The proposed architecture divides a single

large monolithic crossbar into several smaller and manageable cross-

bars which reduces the optical hardware complexity and provides

additional disconnected waveguides which provide opportunities for

reconfiguration. As the cost of integrating photonics with electronics

will be high, statically designed network topologies will find it chal-

lenging to meet the dynamically varying communication demands of

applications. Therefore, in order to improve network performance,

we propose a reconfiguration algorithm whose purpose is to improve

performance (throughput, latency) and bypass channel faults by adapt-

ing available network bandwidth to application demand by multiplex-

ing signals on crossbar channels that are either idle or healthy. This

is accomplished by monitoring the traffic load and applying a recon-

figuration algorithm that works in the background without disrupting

the on-going communication. Our simulation results on 64-cores and

256-cores using synthetic traffic, SPEC CPU2006, Splash-2 [30] and

PARSEC [6] benchmarks provide an energy savings up to 6-36%

and outperforms other leading photonic interconnects by more than

10%-25% for adversial traffic via reconfiguration. The significant

contributions of this work are as follows:

• We maximize the available bandwidth by reconfiguring the net-
work at run time by monitoring the bandwidth availability and

applying the reconfiguration algorithm without disrupting the on-

going communication.

• We explore the design space (power-area-performance) of recon-
figuring across multiple layers on both synthetic traffic (uniform,

permutation) as well as on real application traces (Splash-2, PAR-

SEC, SPEC CPU2006).

• We apply our reconfiguration algorithm to overcome channel faults

by effectively sharing the bandwidth of the remaining healthy

channels, thereby allowing the performance to degrade gracefully.

2. Related Work

Photonic interconnects is a technology-based solution for designing

next generation communication fabric for future multicores. Most

photonic interconnects adopt an external laser and on-chip modula-

tors, called micro-ring resonators (MRRs). On application of voltage

Von, the refractive index of the MRR is shifted to be in resonance

with the incoming wavelength of light which causes a 0 to appear

at the end of the waveguide. Similarly, when no voltage is applied,

the MRR is not in resonance and a 1 appears at the output. MRRs

are used both at the transmitter (modulators) and receiver (filters)

sides and have become a favorable choice due to smaller footprint

(10 μm), lower power dissipation (0.1 mW), high bandwidth (> 10
Gbps) and low insertion loss (1 dB) [25]. Complementary-metal

oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible silicon waveguides allow

for signal propagation of on-chip light. Waveguides with micron-size

cross-sections (5.5 μm) and low-loss (1.3 dB/cm) have been demon-
strated [25]. Recent work has shown the possibility of multiplexing

64 wavelengths (wavelength-division multiplexing) within a single

waveguide with 60 GHz spacing between wavelengths, although the

demonstration was restricted to four wavelengths [3, 25]. An op-

tical receiver performs the optical-to-electrical conversion of data,

and consists of a photodetector, a transimpedance amplifier (TIA),

and a voltage amplifier [32, 14]. A recent demonstration showed

that Si-CMOS-Amplifier has energy dissipation of about 100 fJ/bit

with a data rate of 10 Gbps [32]. Thermal stability of MRRs is one

of the major challenges causing a mismatch between the incoming

wavelength and MRR resonance. Techniques ranging from thermal

tuning (more power), athermal tuning (applicable only at fabrication),

tuning free-spectral range with backend circuitry (more power) and

current injection (smaller tuning range) have been proposed which

offer different power consumption levels [7, 9].

On the architecture side, there has been several photonic inter-

connects that tackle several important issues including arbitration,

inter-core communication and core-memory communication[29, 3,

23, 15, 28]. Vantrease et.al. [29] proposed a 3D stacked 256-core

photonic interconnect to completely remove all electrical intercon-

nect by designing an optical crossbar and token control. Due to

sharing of resources, contention can be high as well as the cost and

complexity of designing an optical crossbar for very high core counts.

Firefly is an optoelectronic interconnect [23] that reduces the crossbar

complexity of [29] by designing smaller optical crossbars connecting

select clusters and implementing electrical interconnect within the

cluster. In the more recent “macrochip" from Oracle [15], multiple

many-core chips are integrated in a single package and propose multi-

phase arbitration protocols for communication. FlexiShare [22] is

an optical crossbar that combines the advantages of both Corona

(single-read, multiple-write) and Firefly (multiple-read, single-write).

While Flexishare is concerned with improving bandwidth in the time

domain (more slots on more channels), R-3PO improves performance

on both space and time domain with a gradient of bandwidth (dif-

ferent percentages). Recently, a 3D photonic interconnect called

MPNoCs was proposed that uses multiple layers to create a crossbar

with no optical waveguide crossover points [31]. In this work, we

extend the 3D photonic interconnect design space by implementing a

reconfiguration algorithm that dynamically re-allocates bandwidth

from under-utilized to over-utilized links. Prior work on dynamic

reconfiguration has been restricted to time slot re-allocation, time

and space re-allocation and both power and bandwidth regulation in

multiprocessor systems [13]. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first work to propose bandwidth reconfigurability across multiple

layers for both improving performance and reliability.

3. R-3PO: Reconfigurable 3D Photonic On-Chip Intercon-
nect

The R-3PO architecture consists of 256 cores, running at 5 GHz,

in 64 tile configuration on a 400 mm2 3D IC. As shown in Figure

1, 256 cores are mapped on a 8 × 8 network with a concentration

factor of four, called a tile. From Figure 1(a), the bottom layer,

called the electrical die, adjacent to the heat sink, contains the cores,
caches and memory controllers. To utilize the advantage of a vertical

implementation of signal routing, we propose the use of separate

optical and core/cache systems unified by a single set of connector

vias. The upper die, called the optical die, consists of the electro-
optic transceivers layer which is driven by the cores via TSVs and

four decomposed photonic crossbar layers. The electro-optic layer

consists of all the front-end system drivers and the back-end receiver

circuitry for photonics. Using TSVs, each tile will modulate the

optical signal from an external laser using MRRs and route the signal

to the appropriate destination tile. Layers 0-3 contain optical sig-

nal routing elements composed of MRRs and bus waveguides and

electrical contact for other layers, if necessary. From fabrication per-

spective, the TSV approach is more tedious due to the maintenance
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Figure 1: Proposed 256-core 3D chip layout. (a) Electrical die consists of the core, caches, the memory controllers and TSVs to transmit signals

between the two dies. The optical die on the lower most layer contain the electro-optic transceivers and four optical layers. (b) 3D chip
with four decomposed photonic crossbars with the top inset showing the communication among one group (layer 0) and the bottom
inset showing the tile with a shared cache and 4 cores. The decomposition, slicing and mapping of the three additional optical layers:
(c) optical layer 1, (d) optical layer 2 and (e) optical layer 3.

of precise alignment for electrical contacts (TSVs). An alternate

technique of designing multiple layers is to incorporate racetrack

configuration where electrical contact is restricted to the bottom layer

(electro-optic layer), and the signal propagation to upper layers is via

passive vertical coupling of MRRs. While the racetrack configuration

eases fabrication, the technique could increase the laser power due to

extra vertical coupling losses and complicate the thermal heating at

the upper layers. Adding multiple ring resonators actually improves

the filtering of the signal and reduces the crosstalk due to residual

signals. Therefore, we propose to design multiple photonic ring res-

onators coupled in racetrack configuration to traverse multiple layers

to prevent the over-reliance on TSVs.

3.1. Intra- and Inter-Group Communication

In the proposed 3D layout, we divide tiles into four groups based

on their physical location. Each group contains 16 tiles. Unlike the

global 64 × 64 photonic crossbar design in [29] and the hierarchical

architecture in [23], R-3PO consists of 16 decomposed individual

photonic crossbars mapped on four optical layers. Each photonic

crossbar is a 16 × 16 crossbar connecting all tiles from one group to

another (Inter-group). It is composed of Multiple-Write-Single-Read

(MWSR) photonic channels, which requires lesser power than Single-

Write-Multiple-Read (SWMR) channels described in [23]. A MWSR

photonic channel allows multiple nodes the ability to write on the

channel but only one node can read the channel. This channel design

reduces power but requires arbitration as multiple nodes can write

at the same time. On the other hand, a SWMR channel allows only

one node the ability to write to the channel but multiple nodes can

read the data. This channel design reduces latency as no arbitration is

required but requires source destination handshaking protocol or else,

the power to broadcast will be higher. We adopt MWSR and Token

slot [29] in this architecture to improve the arbitration efficiency for

the channel. Each waveguide used within a photonic crossbar has

only one receiver which we define as the home channel. During
communication, the source tile sends packets to their destination tile

by modulating the light on the home channel of the destination tile.

An off-chip laser generates the required 64 continuous wavelengths,
∧
= λ0, λ1, λ2 .... λ63. Figure 1(b) shows the detailed floor plan for

the first optical layer. For optical layer 0, a 32 waveguide bundle

is used for communication between Groups 0 and 3 and two 16

waveguide bundles are used for communication within Groups 1

and 2. For inter-group communication between 0 and 3, the first

16 waveguide bundle is routed past Group 0 tiles so that any tile

within Group 0 can transmit data to any destination tile in Group

3. Similarly, the next 16 waveguide bundle is routed past Group 3,

so that any tile within Group 3 can communicate with a destination

tiles located within Group 0. The bidirectional arrows illustrate that

light travels in both directions and depends on which group is the

source and destination. The remaining two independent waveguide

bundles (16 waveguides) are used for intra-group communication

for Groups 1 and 2 respectively. Therefore, we require a total of 64

waveguide bundle per layer. A detailed decomposition and slicing of

the crossbar on the other three layers is shown in Figure 1(c-e).
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3.2. Router Microarchitecture
Figure 2(a) shows the router microarchitecture in R-3PO for tile

0. Any packet generated from the L2 cache is routed to the input

demux with the header directed towards RC (routing computation).

The two MSBs are used to direct the packet to a one of the four

sets of input buffers (IB0 - IB3) corresponding to each optical layer

(0-3). For the second set of demuxes, the packet will utilize an

unique identifier (that corresponds to the core number) to indicate

the source of the packet to prevent any core from overwhelming the

input buffers. Token (Request + Release) ensures that packets are

transmitted from the IBs without collision and the MRRs are used

to modulate the signal into the corresponding home channel. At the

receiver, the reverse process takes place where the packet from the

optical layer is converted into electronics and according to the unique

identifier will find one set of buffers available. Token Control is used

to prevent buffer overflow at the home node by checking the number

of empty buffer slots. If the number of empty buffer slots falls below

a certain threshold Bu f T h, then the destination tile will capture the
circulating token and will not re-inject the token until the number

of free slots increases to the threshold. Furthermore, the receiver of

R-3PO does not require router computation for an incoming flit of

a packet because, flit interleaving does not take place as an optical

token is not re-injected until the whole packet is sent. The packets

will then contend to obtain the switch (switch allocator (SA)) to reach

the L2 cache. It should be noted that the proposed unique identifier

is similar to virtual channel allocator, however we do not perform

any allocation as the decision to enter any buffer is determined on the

core number (source or destination). Figure 2(b) shows the proposed

token control block. In the token control block, an optical token is

only placed on the token inject waveguide when an optical token

is present (high TR signal) and the buffer congestion (BC) signal

is low. A low BC signal in this case represents a free buffer slot at

the destination tile and a high BC signal represent that all the buffer

slots are full at the destination tile. 2(c) shows the router pipeline.

RC ensures that the packet is directed to the correct output port for

both static and reconfigured communication. BWS writes the packet

into the buffer slot. EO conversion takes place with appropriate

buffer chain after the token is received. Optical transmission can take

anywhere between 1-3 clock cycles running at 5 Ghz. OE conversion

is repeated at the receiver, BWD writes the packet into the buffer slot

and finally switch allocation (SA) ensures that the packet progresses

into the L2 cache.

4. Reconfiguration
As future multicores will run diverse scientific and commercial appli-

cations, networks that can adapt to communication traffic at runtime

will maximize the available resources while simultaneously improv-

ing the performance. Moreover, faults within the network or the

channel can isolate healthy groups of tiles; with the natural redun-

dancy available in the decomposed crossbar, we can take advantage

of reconfiguration to overcome channel faults and maintain limited

connectivity. To implement reconfiguration, we propose to include

additional MRRs that can switch the wavelengths from different lay-

ers to create a reconfigurable network. Further, we also propose a

reconfiguration algorithm to monitor traffic load and dynamically

adjust the bandwidth by re-allocating excess bandwidth from under-

utilized links to over-utilized links.

4.1. Bandwidth Re-Allocation
To illustrate with an example, consider a situation where tiles in

Group 0 communicates only with tiles in Group 3. Figure 3 shows
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Figure 2: (a) Router microarchitecture, (b) token control and (c)
router pipeline.

the reconfiguration mechanism. The static allocation of channel for
communication are in layer 2 as shown in Figure 3(a). Suppose no

tile within Group 1 (in layer 1) communicates with Group 3, then we

can re-allocate the bandwidth from Group 1 to Group 0 to communi-

cate with Group 3. To implement reconfiguration, however, we need

to satisfy two important requirements: (1) There should be a source

waveguide which should be freely available to start the communica-

tion on a source layer, and (2) there should be a destination waveguide

which also should be freely available to receive the extra packets.

As shown in Figure 3(b), as the two Groups 0 and 3 talk to each

other, we have the first set of waveguides on layer 0 (generally used

to communicate within the group) available, therefore this satisfies

the first condition. As Group 1 does not communicate with Group

3, we can utilize the destination waveguide available in layer 1 and

this satisfies the second condition. The signal originates on layer 0,

switches to layer 1 to reach the destination. Note that this additional

channel is available in addition to layer 2 static configuration, thereby

doubling the bandwidth. Therefore, during reconfiguration Group 0

has doubled the bandwidth to communicate with Group 3 via layers 2

(static) and 1 (dynamic). Two different communication are disrupted

when the reconfiguration occurs, namely, Group 0 in layer 0 can no

longer communicate with itself and Group 1 in layer 1 can no longer

communicate with Group 3.

4.2. Design-Space Exploration

The objective of reconfiguration is to improve performance by re-

allocating bandwidth from under-utilized to over-utilized links. The

design space of reconfiguration is large as there can be several com-

binations across multiple layers. Figure 4 shows four possible combi-

nations that we will evaluate as they cover most of the design space.

Row-column matrix indicates the statically allocated communication.

For example layer 0 - layer 0 shows three combinations G0 <−>
G0, G1 < − > G2 and G3 < − > G3 i.e. group 0 communicates

with itself, groups 1 and 2 communicate with each other and group 3

communicates with itself. The square (red) boxes show which layers

can be used for reconfiguration and the arrow indicates the layers

that can be used for reconfiguration. Figure 4(a) shows layer 0 can

reconfigure and take away bandwidth from layer 1; similarly layer

1 can reconfigure and can take away bandwidth from layer 0. Layer
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Figure 3: (a) Static communication between the source in Group 0
and destination in Group 3. (b) Illustration of reconfigura-
tion between Groups 0 and 3 using partial waveguides from
layers 0 and 1.

2 can take bandwidth from layer 3 and vice versa. This approach

restricts to one additional layer that can be used for reconfiguration

and we call this R-3PO-L1 (R-3PO-Limited to 1 Layer) and this

restricted mechanism will reduce both the power consumption and

area overhead. Figure 4(b) shows reconfiguration across one or two

layers; however both layers have to be adjacent. Layer 0 can only

reconfigure with layer 1, where as layer 1 can reconfigure with both

layer 0 and layer 2 (adjacent). Adjacent layer reconfiguration is

easier to implement as the next layer (above or below) will be used

which improves on a single layer and we call this R-3PO-LA (R-3PO-

Limited to adjacent layer). Figure 4(c) shows reconfiguration across

two layers even if they are not adjacent and we call this configuration

R-3PO-L2 (R-3PO-Limited to 2 Layers). This increases the power

consumption as well as design fabrication as more TSVs will be

needed. One side-effect of this reconfiguration is that as more layers

are involved, there are more channels lost due to reconfiguration.

This is primarily due to the fact that as additional waveguides are

consumed, we are then restricting the number of layers that can be

reconfigured. For adverse and embarrassingly parallel applications,

this would be an interesting option as more layers can be used for

reconfiguration. Figure 4(d) shows the complete reconfiguration, as

any layer can go to any other layer, and we call this configuration

R-3PO-L3 (R-3PO-All 3 Layers). This fully reconfigured design

will need the most in terms of area overhead and also incur higher

complexity in terms of fabrication as TSVs have to extend to all the

layers.

4.3. Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance occurs by allowing data from the faulty channel

to be switched to an adjacent layer (channel) that communicates

with the same destination. Figure 5 shows an example of how fault

tolerance is implemented in R-3PO. In this example, the tiles in
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Figure 4: Various configurations evaluated: (a) R-3PO-L1 (R-3PO-
Limited to 1 Layer), (b) R-3PO-LA (R-3PO-Limited to adja-
cent layer), (c) R-3PO-L2 (R-3PO-Limited to 2 Layers) and
(d) R-3PO-L3 (R-3PO-All 3 Layers)
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Figure 5: Fault tolerance in R-3PO.

Group 0 cannot communicate with Tile 0 because the optical receiver

at Tile 0 is inoperable or faulty, thereby isolating Tile 0 from other

tiles in Group 0. To detect a fault, we augment the reconfiguration

algorithm and hardware counters to detect faulty links.3 Once the

fault is detected, data is re-routed to the adjacent layer waveguides

that communicate with the same destination tile. After Group 0

detects that the communication to Tile 0 is faulty, any data originating

from Group 0 will be switched to the waveguide in Layer 1 that

communicates with Tile 0. In addition, we prevent a tile from Group

0 and a Tile from Group 2 from communicating to Tile 0 at the same

time which requires the token sharing scheme to be updated. In this

example, after the fault is detected, any tiles in Group 0 will need to

capture the token that tiles in Group 2 use to communicate with Tile

0. This in essence increases the number of tiles that share a common

link; therefore the bandwidth Group 2 utilizes to communicate with

Tile 0 is now shared by all tiles in Group 0 to communicate with Tile

0. Reconfiguration allows bandwidth or channel sharing where the

faulty channel can be bypassed by using bandwidth on adjacent layer.

4.4. Algorithm Implementation

We design our reconfiguration algorithm with the following objec-

tives: (a) The algorithm should not be overly sensitive to traffic

3The design space of testing the functionality of the channel is vast as multiple sources
or destination can be faulty; in this paper, we limit fault to the destination receiver which
can be self tested by the home channel by transmitting a pinging packet.
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fluctuations to prevent rapid changes in topology; (b) the algorithm

should mostly work in the background, and (c) the algorithm should

ensure that no tile is starved from bandwidth. To implement such a

reconfiguration, we first take measurements that are available such

as link utilization (Linkutil) and buffer utilization (Bufferutil) using

hardware counters [8]. This implies that each tile within a group will

have four hardware counters (one for each of the three groups) that

will monitor traffic utilization and provide the link and buffer informa-

tion to Reconfiguration Controller (shown in 2). All these statistics

are measured over a sampling time window called Reconfiguration
window or phase, RW

t , where t represents the reconfiguration time t.
This sampling window impacts performance, as reconfiguring finely

incurs latency penalty and reconfiguring coarsely may not adapt in

time for traffic fluctuations. In our performance section, we show

that we evaluated a number of PARSEC applications to determine

the optimum size for RW . For calculation of Linkutil at configuration

window t, we use the following equation:

Linkt
util =

∑RW
cycle=1Activity(cycle)

RW
(1)

where Activity(cycle) is 1 if a flit is transmitted on the link or 0 if
no flit is transmitted on the link for a given cycle. For calculation of

Bufferutil at configuration window t, we use the following equation:

Bu f f ert
util =

∑RW
cycle=1Occupy(cycle)/Totalbu f f ers

RW
(2)

where Occupy(cycle) is the number of buffers occupied at each cy-
cle and Totalbu f f ers is the total number of buffers available for the
given link. When traffic fluctuates dynamically due to short term

bursty behavior, the buffers could fill up instantly. This can adversely

impact the reconfiguration algorithm as it tries to re-allocate the band-

width faster leading to fluctuating bandwidth allocation. To prevent

temporal and spatial traffic fluctuations affecting performance, we

take a weighted average of current network statistics (Linkutil and

Bufferutil), so that the network will gradually re-allocate bandwidth.

We calculate the Bufferutil as follows:

Bu f f ert
w =

∑Bu f f ert
util×weight+Bu f f ert−1

util

weight+1
(3)

where weight is a weighting factor and we set this to three in our
simulations [26].

After each RW
t , each tile will gather its link statistics (Linkutil and

Bufferutil) from the previous window RW
t−1 and send to its local

reconfiguration controller (RC) for analysis. We assume that Tile 0

of every group gathers the statistics from the remaining tiles and this

can be few bytes of information that is periodically transmitted. Next,

when each RCi, (∀ i = 0, 1, 2, 3), has finished gathering link and buffer
statistics from all its hardware controllers, each RCi will evaluate the

available bandwidth for each link depending on the Linkutil
t−1 and

Bufferutil
t−1 and will classify its available bandwidth into a different

thresholds β1−4 corresponding to 0%, 25%, 50% and 90%. We never
allocate 100% of the bandwidth as the source group may have new

packets to transmit to the destination tile before the next RW . RCi
will send link information (availability) to its neighbor RC j (j �= i).
If RC j needs the available bandwidth, RC j will notify the source and

the destination RCs so that they can switch the MRRs and inform the

tiles locally of the availability. Once the source/desitnation RCs have

Table 1: Reconfiguration Algorithm used in R-3PO.

Step 1: Wait for Reconfiguration window, RW
t

Step 2: RCi sends a request packet to all local tiles

requesting LinkUtil and Bu f f erUtil for

previous RW
t−1

Step 3: Each hardware counter sends LinkUtil and

Bu f f erUtil statistics from the previous

RW
t−1 to RCi

Step 4(a): RCi classifies the link statistic for each

hardware counter as:

If Linkutil = 0.0

Not-Utilized: Use β 4
If Linkutil ≤ Lmin
Under-Utilized: Use β 3

If Linkutil ≥ Lmin and Bufferutil < Bcon
Normal-Utilized: Use β 2

If Bufferutil > Bcon
Over-Utilized: Use β 1

Step 4(b): Faulty links detected by RCi are

eliminated from reconfiguration; Token sharing

updated to bypass the faulty link

Step 5: Each RCi sends bandwidth available

information to RC j, (i �=j)
Step 6: If RC j can use any of the free links then notify

RCi of their use, else

RC j will forward to next RC j
Step 7a: RCi receives response back from RC j and

activates corresponding microrings

Step 7b: RC j notifies the tiles of additional bandwidth

and RCi notifies RC j
that the additional bandwidth is now available

Step 8: Goto Step 1

switched their reconfiguration MRRs, RCi will notify RC j that the

bandwidth is available for use. On the other hand, if a node within

RCi that throttled its bandwidth requires it back due to increase in

network demand, RCi will notify that it requires the bandwidth back

and afterwards will deactivate the corresponding MRRs. The above

reconfiguration completes a three-way handshake where RCi first

notifies RC j, then RC j notifies RCi that RC j will use the additional

bandwidth, and finally RCi notifies RC j that the bandwidth can be

used. Table 1 shows the reconfiguration algorithm in R-3PO.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance, power-efficiency and

impact of faulty channel in R-3PO when compared to competing

electrical interconnects and photonic interconnects.

5.1. Simulation Setup

Our cycle-accurate simulator models in detail the router pipeline,

arbitration, switching and flow control. An aggressive single cycle

electrical router is applied in each tile and the flit transversal time is

one cycle from the local core to electrical router [18]. As the delay

of Optical/Electrical (O/E) and Electrical/Optical (E/O) conversion

can be reduced to less than 100 ps [29], the total optical transmission

latency is determined by physical location of source/destination pair

(1 - 3 cycles) and two additional clock cycles for the conversion delay.

We assume an input buffer of 16 flits with each flit consisting of 128
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bits. The packet size is 4 flits which is sufficient to fit a complete

cache line of 64 bytes. We assume a supply voltage Vdd of 1.0 V and

a router clock frequency of 5 Ghz [29, 23]. We compare R-3PO ar-

chitecture to three other crossbar-like photonic interconnects, Corona

[29], Firefly [23], MPNoCs [31]; and two electrical interconnects

(mesh and Flattened Butterfly) [12]. We implement all architectures

such that four cores (one tile) are connected to a single router. We

assume token slot for both R-3PO and Corona to pipeline the arbi-

tration process to increase the efficiency. We use Fly_Src routing

algorithm [23] for Firefly architecture, where intra-group communi-

cation via electrical mesh is implemented first and then inter-group

via photonic interconnects. For a fair comparison, we ensure that

each communication channel in either electrical or optical network is

640 Gbps with 64 wavelengths. We also evaluate the performance

by restricting the channel bandwidth to 16/8 wavelengths and com-

munication bandwidth limited to 160/80 Gbps. For each network,

we ensure that identical bandwidth is maintained for each link in our

network, thereby providing equal bandwidth between each source

and destination pairs, whether it be electrical or optical networks.

For open-loop measurement, the packet injection rate is varied

from 0.1 to 0.9 of the network capacity, and packets are injected

according to the Bernoulli process based on the given network load.

The simulator was warmed up under load without taking measure-

ments until steady state was reached (up to 1000 cycles). Then a

sample of injected packets were labeled during a measurement inter-

val (1000 to 10,000). The simulation was allowed to run until all the

labeled packets reached their destinations. We consider both uniform

as well as permutation traffic such as bit-complement (bitcomp), bit-

reversal (bitrev), transpose, butterfly, neighbor and prefect shuffle

traffic patterns for 256-cores.

For closed-loop measurement, we collect traces from real appli-

cations using the full execution-driven simulator SIMICS from Win-

dRiver with the memory package GEMS enabled [20]. We evaluate

the performance of 64-core versions of each network on Splash-2

[30], PARSEC [6] and SPEC CPU2006 workloads. We assume a 2

cycle latency to access the L1 cache (64 KB, 4-way), a 4 cycle latency

to access the L2 cache (4MB, 16-way), cache line size of 64 bytes

and a 160 cycle latency to access the main memory. For Splash-2

traffic, we assume the following kernels and workloads: FFT (16K

particles), LU (512 × 512 with a block size of 16 × 16), Radix (1

Million integers), Ocean (258 × 258), and Water (512 Molecules).

We consider six PARSEC applications with medium inputs (blacksc-

holes, facesim, fluidanimate, freqmin, and streamcluster) and two

workloads from SPEC CPU2006 (bzip and hmmer). We ran several

benchmarks of PARSEC and Splash-2 to determine the optimum

size of RW by varying the simulation cycles. While initially the

performance improved with increasing window size as more statis-

tics are available which enable better decision making; at very large

window sizes, the performance diminishes as the algorithm cannot

react fast enough to take advantage of the reconfiguration algorithm.

Our simulation results show that 1300 cycles for RW showed the best

performance. We assume a 100 cycle latency for the reconfiguration

to take place after each RW (three-way handshake delay). It should

be noted that the reconfiguration latency is only incurred by those

links that already are lightly loaded and, therefore do not experience

a significant delay.

5.2. Simulation Results
5.2.1. Splash-2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 for 64 Cores: We
analyze the speed-up for few selected Splash-2, PARSEC and SPEC

CPU2006 applications [30] for 64/16/8 wavelengths, where the speed-

up is normalized to mesh architecture. From Figure 6, all R-3PO

configurations show a speedup of 2.5 - 3X over electrical mesh, 10-

40% improvement over Flattened-Butterfly and Firefly architectures,

22-18% over MPNoC and Corona architectures for 64 wavelengths.

The performance gains over electrical and electro-optic networks

are derived primarily due to the decomposed crossbars which enable

increased traffic outflows from the router into four difference optical

crossbars. Further performance improvement over photonic crossbars

such as Corona and MPNoC are due to the reconfiguration algorithm

which takes advantage of the idle communication channels. Within

the four different configurations of R-3POs, the best performing

configuration is R-3PO-L3 which provides the maximum flexibility

by reconfiguring all the optical layers. For 64 wavelengths, the

performance improvements provided by R-3PO-L3 and R-3PO-LA

is 6-8% for streamcluster and bzip over R-3PO-L1.

Figure 7 shows the performance of various networks on Splash-2,

PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks for 16 wavelengths. From

Figure 7, all R-3PO configurations show a speedup of 2.3 - 3.5X over

electrical mesh, 17-40% improvement over Flattened-Butterfly and

Firefly architectures, 32-18% over MPNoC and Corona architectures

for 16 wavelengths. When the number of wavelengths is reduced,

the performance improvements over 64 wavelengths are primarily

due to the reconfiguration algorithm as the additional bandwidth has

more of an impact on the speedup. Figure 8 shows the performance

of various networks for 8 wavelengths. From Figure 8), all R-3PO

configurations show a speedup of 2.1 - 3.6X over electrical mesh, 17-

62% improvement over Flattened-Butterfly and Firefly architectures,

42-18% over MPNoC and Corona architectures for 8 wavelengths.

When the resources are further constrained, the bandwidth is stressed

where the re-allocated bandwidth via reconfiguration can alleviate

performance. Clearly, the performance gains increases dramatically

when we reduce the bandwidth and the reconfiguration algorithm

can assist in improving the performance. For LU, water, stream-

cluster and facesim benchmarks, R-3PO-L2 and R-3PO-L3 show

over a 10% increase in performance when compared to R-3PO-L1.

From the figure, the average speed provided by R3P0-LA, R-3PO-L2,

and R-3PO-L3 over R-3PO-L1 ranges from about 1% to as high

as 10%. Multiple configurations of R-3PO provide different perfor-

mance gains and the speedup increases with reduced bandwidth via

reconfiguration.

5.2.2. Synthetic Traffic: 256 Cores The throughput for all synthetic
traffic traces for 256-core implementations are shown in Figure 9

and is normalized to mesh network (for Uniform, the mesh has a

throughput of 624 GBytes per sec). R-3PO-L1 has about a 2.5 ×
increase in throughput over Corona for uniform traffic due to the

decomposition of the photonic crossbar. The decomposed crossbars

allow for a reduction in contention for optical tokens as now a single

token is shared between 16 tiles instead of 64 tiles as in Corona.

Firefly slightly outperforms R-3PO-L1 for uniform traffic due to the

contention found in the decomposed photonic crossbars. Moveover,

Firefly uses a SWMR approach for communication which does not

require optical arbitration. From the figure, R-3PO-L1 slightly out-

performs Corona for bit-reversal and complement traffic traces. This

is due to lower contention for optical tokens in the decomposed cross-

bars. R-3PO-L1 significantly outperforms mesh for the bit-reversal,

matrix-transpose and complement traffic patterns. In these traffic

patterns, packets need to traversal across multiple mesh routers which

in turn increases the packet latency and thereby reduces the through-
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Figure 6: Speed-up for 64-core using SPLASH-2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 traffic traces using 64 wavelengths.
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Figure 7: Speed-up for 64-core using SPLASH-2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 traffic traces using 16 wavelengths.
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Figure 8: Speed-up for 64-core using SPLASH-2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 traffic traces using 8 wavelengths.

put. When R-3PO-L1 is compared to Firefly, R-3PO-L1 outperforms

Firefly by 2.5 ×. In Firefly, most traffic patterns will require pack-
ets to travel on several electrical routers and then an optical link to

reach the destination. R-3PO-L3 is able to out perform R-3PO-L1

for complement, matrix-transpose and perfect shuffle traffic traces.

These permutation traffic traces exhibit adversial patterns which will

benefit R-3PO-L1. In complement traffic, R-3PO-L1 has about a

55% increase in performance when compared to R-3PO-L1.

5.2.3. Fault Tolerance We evaluated the performance degradation
when 10%, 25% and 50% of the channels are faulty. These faults

were randomly inserted such that they do not coincide with the recon-

figuration window cycle. We assume that every tile checks the home

channel working once at the beginning of the Rw and if there are any

faults, bandwidth sharing is enabled where bandwidth from other

healthy channels is re-allocated. Figure 10 shows the performance

degradation for R-3PO-L1 for 64 wavelengths. The results show that

with 10%, 25% and 50% link failures, performance degrades by 5%,

10-15% and 20-40% respectively. While the reconfiguration algo-

rithm kicks in within a couple of iterations (in worst case scenario),

the loss primarily arises from the sharing of channel which increases

the latency for both faulty as well as non-faulty communication. The

results show that reconfiguration algorithm can bypass the faults

by efficiently sharing the link bandwidth with some performance

degradation. While the fault model assumes a high fault rate (10%

- 50%), with adequate process development and monolithic integra-

tion, variation-induced fault rates are actually much lower [2]. Our

analysis assumes worst-case fault rate for the system evaluation with

reconfiguration.

5.3. Energy Comparison

The energy consumption of a photonic interconnect can be divided

into two parts, electrical energy and optical energy. Optical energy

consists of the off-chip laser energy and on-chip MRRs heating

energy. In what follows, we first discuss the electrical energy and

then optical energy consumption.

5.3.1. Electrical Energy Model The electrical energy dissipated in-
cludes the energy of the link, router and back-end circuitry for optical

transmitter and receiver. We use ORION 2.0 [11] to obtain the en-

ergy dissipation values for an electrical link and router and modified

their parameters for 22nm technology according to ITRS. We assume

all electrical links are optimized for delay and the injection rate to

be 0.1. Moreover, we include the energy dissipated in both planar

and vertical links (communicating with all layers). Furthermore, we

incorporate the power dissipated within the router buffers, except for

virtual channel allocation. The energy for planar link is conserva-

tively obtained as 0.15 pJ/bit for Firefly, 0.075 pJ/bit for mesh, and
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Figure 9: Simulation results showing normalized saturation through-
put for seven traffic patterns for 256 cores.

0.15 pJ/bit per router bypass for Flattened-Butterfly under low swing

voltage signalling [11]. The link energy dissipation depends on the

location of the source and destination for Flattened-Butterfly. For a

10-layer chip, the vertical via is determined as ∼100- 200μm [15],
which is significantly less than planar links. As a result, the energy

consumption in vertical links are very small. We neglect it when we

calculate our electrical link power model. We calculate the energy

dissipated for a 10 × 10 router to be 0.42 pJ/bit, 8 × 8 router to be
0.30 pJ/bit [11], and 5 × 5 router will be 0.22 pJ/bit [11]. This is

the energy dissipated per hop of communication. For each bit of

optical transmission, we need to provide electrical back end circuit

for transmitter and receiver. We assume the O/E and E/O converter

energy is 100fJ/b, as predicted in [17]. For RC power dissipation,

each RC optimizes performance by analyzing few bits (2-16) of in-

formation every 1300 cycles. While the data packets are as large as

512 bits of information, the static and dynamic power impact of the

reconfiguration controller is negligible in comparison to the actual

data movement.

5.3.2. Optical Energy and Loss Model The optical power budget
is the sum of the laser power and the power dissipated in the MRRs.

The laser power is determined by Plaser = Prx + Closs + Ms where

Plaser is the required laser power, Prx is the receiver sensitivity, Closs
is the channel loss and Ms is the system margin. In order to perform

an accurate comparison with the other two optical architectures, we

use the same optical device parameters and loss values provided in

[3, 1], as listed in Table 2. In this paper, we assume a flat thermal

model that requires ring resonator heating power. However, this

power can be lower as heating power can be shared by an array of

rings [21], however this depends strongly on the actual layout of

the ring resonators. Recent work has also demonstrated that flat

thermal profile may not be practical and could increase off-resonance

coupling losses [19, 15]. In this work, we show a preliminary analysis

of the ring heating power which is a conservative model and more

aggressive models can reduce this power [21, 19]. In addition, we

assume a BER of 10−12 for each optical link and the Signal-Noise-
Ratio (SNR) is given by [27]

BER=
1

2
− 1

2
er f (0.354

√
SNR) (4)

Table 2: Electrical and optical power losses for select optical compo-
nents.

Component Value Unit
Laser efficiency 5 dB

Coupler (Fiber to Waveguide) 1 dB

Waveguide 1 dB/cm

Splitter 0.2 dB

Non-Linearity 1 dB

Ring Insertion & scattering 1e-2 - 1e-4 dB

Ring Drop 1.0 dB

Waveguide Crossings 0.5 dB

Photo Detector 0.1 dB

Ring Heating 26 μW/ring
Ring Modulating 500 μW/ring
Receiver Sensitivity -26 dBm

Table 3: Electrical power dissipation for various photonic intercon-
nects.

Corona Firefly R-3PO Mesh
Link(electric) - 0.15pJ/b - 75fJ/b

Router 0.22pJ/b 0.30pJ/b 0.22pJ/b 0.22pJ/b

O/E, E/O 100fJ/b 100fJ/b 100fJ/b -

Optical loss -25.2dB -17.6dB -16dB -

Power(λ ) 0.81mW 0.14mW 0.10mW -

Laser power 13.6W 2.4W 6.1W -

Ring heating 26W 6.5W 27.5W -

and the minimum power for a given SNR is

SNR=
Po ·η

NEP ·√f
, (5)

where η is the quantum efficiency of the detector, NEP is the Noise-
Equivalent-Power, and f is the transmission frequency [27]. Using
the above equations, we determined the SNR in R-3PO to be 176.42.

Based on the energy model discussed in the previous section, we

calculate the energy parameters of all four architectures as shown

in Table 3. We test uniform traffic with 0.1 injection rate on the

all architectures and obtain the energy per-bit as shown in Figure

11. Although Firefly has 14 as many MRRs as Corona and R-3PO,

which results in 1
4 energy consumption per bit on ring heatings, it

still consumes more energy than R-3PO and CORONA due to the

overhead of electrical routers and links. In general, R-3PO saves

6.5%, 23.1%, 36.1% energy per bit compared to Corona, Firefly, and

mesh respectively. R-3PO has a slight increase in power dissipation

over MPNoCs due to the additional MRRs required for reconfigura-

tion. The total network power for each application varied between 4

Watts to 6 Watts for 64-core simulation and 16 Watts to 24 Watts for

256-core simulation.

5.3.3. Laser Power Variations The optical losses shown in Table 3
are mostly conservative estimates that may not reflect the actual losses

in future photonic devices. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) illustrate the

impact on laser power when four optical parameters, namely receiver

sensitivity, ring filter loss, wavelengths and waveguides are changed.

We choose these four parameters from Table 3 as we believe they

will have the greatest impact on the total laser power. We evaluate the

variation in laser power with receiver sensitivity and the number of
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Figure 11: Average energy per-bit for electrical and photonic inter-
connects.

wavelengths in Figure 12(a). It should be noted that the bandwidth for

each wavelength configuration is maintained at 640 Gbps in order to

evaluate the laser power variation. Figure 12(a) shows that the laser

power increases as the receiver sensitivity decreases because power

per bit increases at the receiver. For example, a 6 dBm decrease in

receiver sensitivity (-20 dBm) would result in a 4× increase in total

laser power. Clearly, the receiver sensitivity has the greatest impact

on the total network power for R-3PO, a low sensitivity receiver can

increase the external laser power. Figure 12(b) shows the variations

in laser power with the ring filter loss and the number of waveguides.

From the figure, the increase in total laser power from waveguide

losses has greater impact than the ring filter losses. This is due to

the optical signal traversing several centimeters before arriving at the

photodetector. For example, a 0.5 dB increase in waveguide loss (1.8

dB/cm) would more than double the total laser power.

5.3.4. R-3PO Energy-Delay Product: In this paper, we propose
different configurations of R-3PO that have different degrees of re-

configuration (increases bandwidth) and dissipate different energy.

As such, the increase in performance due to more reconfiguration

options may come at the price of higher energy dissipation. Figure

13 evaluates the energy-delay product (EDP) for all R-3PO configura-

tions using the Splash-2, PARSEC, and SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks.

From the figure, it can be seen that R-3PO-L1 and R-3PO-LA have

the least EDP. This is due to the fact that the slight increase in en-

ergy per bit over MPNoC and R-3PO-L1 is offset by the increase

in performance over other networks. On the other hand, R-3PO-L2

and R-3PO-L3 have the highest EDP among all optical networks.

This is obvious as these two networks have the highest energy per bit

and there is only a slight increase in performance when compared to

R-3PO-L1, R-3PO-LA and Corona. Mesh has the highest EDP as

it is the worst network in terms of performance and has the highest

energy per bit. When Flattened-Butterfly and Firefly are compared,

their EDP have similar values. Firefly consumes lesser energy than

Flattened-Butterfly although its performance is also proportionally

lower than Flattened-Butterfly.

5.4. Area Analysis

In this subsection, we analytically compare the optical and electrical

area overhead of R-3PO to Firefly [23] and Corona [29] photonic

interconnects. For the optical area overhead, we consider the area

required for all waveguides, MRRs and photodetectors. For the

electrical layer, we consider the area required for all routers, elec-

trical links and electrical receiver circuitry. Table 4 shows the area

overhead of both optical and electrical components used in the area

calculation. From Table 4, each router and electrical link values were

obtained from Orion 2.0 by scaling 32 nm technology values to 22

nm technology. From our evaluation, we observe that both Corona

and Firefly require 10% more optical area than R-3PO. This may be

counter-intuitive, but R-3PO uses decomposed crossbars that permit

waveguides in R-3PO to be shorter than the long serpentine waveg-

uides used in both Corona and Firefly. In terms of electrical layer

area overhead, R-3PO consumes 4X more electrical area than Corona.

As each tile is connected to four optical layers to facilitate inter-group

communication, each tile in turn should have the ability to receive

four signals instead of one as in Corona. However, when R-3PO

is compared to Firefly in terms of electrical area overhead, Firefly

consumes about 75% more area. In Firefly, the electrical network can

simultaneously receive from seven sets of optical receivers at once

due to SWMR organization. R-3PO combines both MWSR (Corona)

and SWMR (Firefly) communication channels, thereby increasing the

communication channels to each tile while reducing the optical area

overhead. For the different configurations of R-3PO, the additional

increase in area overhead when compared to MPNOC is marginal

as a single MRR can be used to switch all wavelengths from one

layer to the other [5]. For example, the increase in area overhead

for R-3PO-L1 is less than l% and the increase in area overhead for

R-3PO-L3 is about 1%. Table 5 shows the total area overhead for

each network.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose R-3PO that uses emerging photonic inter-

connects and 3D stacking to reduce the optical power losses found

in 2D planar on-chip networks by decomposing a large 2D photonic
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Figure 12: (a)Laser power variations as a function of (a) receiver sensitivity and the number of wavelengths, and (b) ring filtering loss and the
number of waveguides.
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Figure 13: Simulation speed-up for 64-core using SPLASH-2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 traffic traces using 8 wavelengths.

Table 4: Electrical and optical area overhead for select electrical and
optical components

Component Area
Electrical Link 0.0085 (mm2)

Router (8 × 8) 0.128 (mm2)

Photodetector receiver circuitry 0.02625 (mm2)

Microring resonator 100(μm2)
Photodetector 100(μm2)
Waveguide 5.5 μm

Table 5: Electrical and optical area overhead for various networks
(mm2).

Network Electrical Optical
Firefly 712.25 78.5

Corona 107 78.5

R-3P0 407 70.9

crossbar into multiple smaller crossbars. In addition, we proposed

a reconfiguration algorithm that maximizes the available bandwidth

through run-time monitoring of network resources and dynamically

re-allocating channel bandwidth. The reconfiguration algorithm im-

proves performance by dynamically load balancing the network band-

width and provides fault tolerance by bypassing faulty channels. For

64-core reconfigured network, our simulation results showed that

the performance can be further improved by 10%-25% for Splash-

2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, where as simulation

results for 256-core chip indicate a performance improvement of

more than 25% while saving 6%-36% energy when compared to

state-of-the-art on-chip electrical and optical networks.
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